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Denim trends for 2020: see denim men’s looks for Fall

Blue jeans never go out of fashion: see the trends for Fall 2020. 

What are the new denim menâ€™s trendsÂ for Fall Winter 2020 2021? On the runways we have spotted head-to-toe
ensembles, sometimes decidedly classic in style, see the perfectly proportioned look from Paul Smith, but also the bold
jacquard look fromÂ Martine Rose; both interesting ideas for their absolute rigor (or inventiveness).
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The deep blue shirt-plus-pants stylish denim combo from the Salvatore FerragamoÂ new menâ€™s collection features subtle
yet edgy details, like the pocketsâ€™ large flaps and fabric-covered buttons, or the black metallic stud-buckle incorporated in
the pantsâ€™ belt. The jacket and the slim-fit, five-pocket pants from ALYX, the brand of Matthew Williams,Â are adorned with
crystal and silver bead flamboyant appliquÃ© on the whole outfit in classic blue denim with a slightly used effect, finished with
silver metallic buttons and classic, rust-toned stitching.
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Two other highly interesting takes on â€œdenim fashionâ€• that caught our eye were from the new TelfarÂ andÂ Stefan
Cooke Fall Winter 2020 2021 collections. Telfarâ€™s amazes with a jacket whose ample collar spreads out to the shoulders
while the loose fitting pants tied at the ankle seem to merge baggy with neoclassic style. Stefan Cooke experiments with trompe-
l'oeil prints, adding a 3D, quilted-like optical illusion to the fabric.
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